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RungePincockMinarco Limited (ASX: RUL) [RPM] has today launched its Quarry XPAC Solution a
Commodity Based Solution focused on scheduling in the cement and aggregates quarrying industry.
RPM’s Quarry Solution is a Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) product that is configured to the specific
requirements of the quarrying industry with a specific focus on cement and aggregates. This product, like the
®
other RPM Commodity Based Solutions, is built on RPM’s industry leading scheduling solution, XPAC and
uses a standard, process driven interface to make quarry planning activities much easier to master and more
cost effective to maintain.
Commenting on the release, Richard Mathews RPM’s CEO and MD said “It has been quite easy for us to
move into the cement and aggregates quarrying industry given its similarities to mining. We have found that
our extensive knowledge of mining and mine scheduling has made this extension to our product offering very
straight forward.”
“For the first time, quarry planners will have access to a streamlined, simplified, interactive and process-driven
solution that provides scheduling visibility across the quarry with the ability to react to changes in product
delivery schedules and evaluate multiple scenarios to achieve optimal exploitation of the quarry deposits.”
“When schedulers can get to the job of scheduling more quickly, they can spend their time comparing and
analysing different options including blending capabilities to get the best out of their quarry in the most time
and cost effective manner. This affords the scheduler and consequently the quarrying company a deeper
understanding of what the quarry is actually capable of.”
RPM’s Quarry Solution integrates with RPM’s mine haulage software HAULSIM and financial modelling tool
XERAS. Consistent with RPM’s enterprise software strategy RPM’s Quarry Solution also integrates with
enterprise systems such as SAP to provide quarry planners the ability to pull product delivery targets directly
into the production plan.
The launch of RPM’s Quarry Solution is the sixth commodity based solution in the RPM suite, following on
from the Open Pit Diamonds (OPDS) and Oil Sands (OSS) solutions released in 2014 and the releases in
2013 of RPM’s Open Pit Metals (OPMS), Open Cut Coal and Underground Coal commodity mining solutions.
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About RungePincockMinarco:
RungePincockMinarco Limited (ASX: RUL) is the world’s largest publicly traded independent group of mining
technical experts, with history stretching back to 1968. We have local expertise in all mining regions and are
experienced across all commodities and mining methods.
Listed on the Australian Securities Exchange on 27 May 2008, RungePincockMinarco is a global leader in the
provision of advisory consulting, technology and professional development solutions to the mining industry.
We have global expertise achieved through our work in over 118 countries and our approach to the business
of mining is strongly grounded in economic principles.
We operate offices in 18 locations across 12 countries.

